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About This Game

Enter the role of a soldier from the Soviet or German armies during the Second World War. Take control of a small region (~25
km2) in eastern Europe. Look for weapons, supplies, food, and water.

Complete destruction of any objects on the map including props, fences, trees, rocks, houses, towers, and more.

More than 15 types of vehicles, advanced physical models, and quality animations. Shoot ballistic AT shells form numerous
types of tank and guns (45mm - 150mm).
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Create tanks and cars for yourself, look for fuel and ammunition, or drive fast with comrades. Transport resources like wood or
stone to supply the army.

Create your defensive line using a variety of options for construction: dots, bunkers, towers, or stationary guns.
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Title: BattleRush 2
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Thunder Devs.
Publisher:
Thunder Devs.
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 32-bit

Processor: Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card or higher

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5000 MB available space

English,German,Russian
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It had so much potential, but nobody plays and the AI is awful. 1) a lot of bugs 2) stupid community 3) graphics 2000 years 4)
Cheaters 5) Developers do not care about the game
EA no need to worry, have the morons made a budget game about the field of battle!. Okay concept, awful execution. It's a
wannabe battle royale game with a ww2 theme. Weapons take too long to kill, class loadouts are strange, and the community is
barely alive. I'd recommend the Red Orchestra series or Post Scriptum over this anytime. Only things it really has going for it
are good graphics and great optimization along with that.. I can\u2019t believe this game is only $5. Granted the player base is
small & I believe there\u2019s only one map as of this review. But if you\u2019re willing to be patient & can find a decent
sized server, this game is a blast! It\u2019s a WW2 FPS that plays like the usual shooter, with team based PVP matches and
recently added single player. It has a class system but you can also loot buildings and bodies for better gear & supplies. You can
then use the supplies to base build for defense or you can craft vehicles. I think it will take a few updates with added content
before it really takes off, but my only hope is the player base grows. Because this game is awesome and deserves a bigger
spotlight. Absolutely worth the $5 in its current state.. 10\/10 because it has some much potenital ! :D
I played BR1, but after i tryed BR2 you can call me a fan. xD
This game can be the best if:
They add more detailed tactical infantry gameplay. Looking behind the corner by using E\/Q :)
They add more detailed vehicle gameplay - FPS mode.
(They add more gore into this game. This is WW2, it should be more brutal\/ have more blood. But that's only my personal
opinion.) This isn't a game for little call of duty kids. This is a really good made tactical warfare game.
VOIP, local, command and squad channels.
This game could be better than Post Scriptum and Red Orchestra.
So please even if the content is not big enough, give this game a chance and spend this 4 $ on this.
I do highly recommend this game! :)
. Why do i have to scavenge for food, gathering resources is so tedious while the other team just rushes at your base, why can i
only find scopes and things in random boxes in village houses. graphics bad ... gameplay boring
. lots of cool features, but the game lacks the structure nessesary to be a functional war game. The crafting mechanics are
absolutely game breaking. Its as dumb as it sounds: you aren't issued equipment, you have to literally build it yourself or
scavange for it like a caveman looking for flint to make arrow heads. It does not work in a World War setting.

Crafting barickades and bunkers from construction componants is one thing, but building tanks from scrap? Maybe I'm wrong
but I'm pretty sure the industrial revolution was the only reasons tanks could exist at any scale. The tools of war should be
provided by some sort of high command, in a top down fasion.

And that leads me to the lack of any semblance of order or natioanl unity. This game plays like some sort of post apocolyptic
survival game, and is completely divorced from it's source material in that regard. There is no command and control. No squad
or platoon level command, no leadership. No organization. You can't have a war game without an army, and you can't have an
army without some sort of dicipline.

The game is too open ended for it's own good. There are alot of ambitous ideas in this game, but the devs seem to be taking
some of them way too far. The craft system should not extend beyond foxholes, makshift fortifications, and sand bags. Even
sand bags are not MADE in the field. They are usually shipped as empty bags, and the men fill them with dirt on location. You
shouldn't be making sand bags, you should be filling them.

And all of this is just for the sake of realism. I doubt anyone wants to spend 10 min digging a trench for any other reason other
than realism. But that's the catch. Nothing about this crafting system beyond fortification building is realistic. Soldiers in real
life didn't have to dredge and refine fuel for their trucks. And trucks don't burn 10 gallons of gas in 10 min. And solderis are
supposed to be part of a larger fighting unit. This free for all arcade shooter does not mix well with the Historical setting or the
survival mechanics.

This whole game is a unbelievable cludge of unrelated game mechanics. Its like some sort of science expiriment, I can't think of
why any game dev in their right mind would think these flavors of game would blend together.
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A brief description of me joining a server for the first time.
Spawned into a pile of timber
Got shot
Spawned into a tree
Get shot
server 591 ping
10\/10 would play again.. You should be afraid of tanks, in this game youre not... you grind all the time for a tank until you get
destroyed by one single AT soldier hiding in the forest while you do not have any kind of zoom on your tank to see him
whatsoever.. 9 shots from the forest and your tank is gone with an AT Rifle.. which keep in mind only were able to destroy light
tanks... 10\/10 grindfest if u love tanks and if you get a tank youre \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed cause its underpowered..
\u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u0445\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0448\u043e \u0434\u0430\u0436\u0435
\u043e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c, \u043d\u043e \u0432\u043e\u0442 \u0441
\u043e\u043d\u043b\u0430\u0439\u043d\u043e\u043c \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0431\u043b\u0435\u043c\u0430 \u0442\u0430
\u0435\u0449\u0451. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0435 \u043d\u0443\u0436\u0435\u043d \u043f\u0438\u0430\u0440. You just
play on a small part of that "big map" since they just put invisible walls everywhere. Singleplayer is nothing but a bad fps pvp.
Gamepla is boring and you just have to waste too much time to build anything, IF ai lets you to do it. You cannot customize
anything, there is just one small part of the map you keep playing and only russians vs germans.

Game has a potential bud messed it up miserably. Oh also there are not much difference between the first game and this one. I
just wish I didn't left the game open in the background so I could refund it.. i got this game for cheap and i am glad because it
feels like a gmod rp server that people dont actuallt care about
. This game has an insane potential!
But....
1.Guns should do more damage. Im so sick using one SMG magazine to take down enemy. It feel like somekind Call of Duty.
Also when you fire a rifle it should be max 1 shot and enemy should be down. I took shot with mosin, distacne was about 25-30
meters and enemy survived the shot and killed me. Huge disappointment!!!!
2. Please remove the killer cam. It really suck. Whats the point of it? Please keep the game hardcore and tactical !
3.Dont mess up your own game dev!!!!! In the end its your money what u wanna earn!
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